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Abstract 

The ways in which someone’s first language (L1) influences his or her second language (L2) to create 

errors, that is negative transfer, is a topic that has received much attention in the field of Second 

Language Acquisition (SLA). Previous research has suggested that negative transfer is responsible 

for many errors. The primary aim of this study is to investigate article and preposition errors in the 

production of Swedish learners of English and to discuss these errors in relation to negative transfer. 

The secondary aim is to compare transfer errors by L1 Swedish and L1 Portuguese learners of 

English. 

 

The first and main part of the study is a corpus investigation of the written production of 80 students 

in upper secondary school (high school). The second part is a multiple-choice test constructed to 

provoke transfer errors. It was distributed to students in upper secondary school in Sweden and in 

Brazil. The results from the corpus analysis are largely in line with those of previous research, for 

example with regards to how definite article errors are more common than indefinite article errors, 

and how contexts with definite articles and generic noun phrases seem prone to create transfer 

errors. The corpus study also shows that substitution was the most common preposition error and 

that many transfer preposition errors supposedly were caused by direct translations. Through the 

multiple-choice test, the degree to which the first language had an impact on individual errors could 

be revealed. All in all, the study reveals several aspects of negative transfer that perhaps a single-

language investigation could not, because it is in the comparison of English-learners with different 

L1s that the most interesting results occur. 

 

Keywords: Error Analysis, article usage, preposition usage, negative transfer, corpus study, 

Swedish learners of English, Portuguese learners of English 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

De sätt som någons första språk påverkar hans eller hennes andra språk så att fel uppstår, det vill 

säga negativ språköverföring (negative transfer), är ett ämne som har fått mycket uppmärksamhet 

inom forskning kring språkinlärning. Tidigare studier har visat på hur negativ språköverföring 

orsakar många fel. Det primära syftet i denna uppsats är att undersöka artikel- och prepositionsfel i 

skrift hos svenska elever som lär sig engelska och att diskutera dessa fel i relation till negativ 

språköverföring. Det sekundära målet är att jämföra hur negativ språköverföring yttrar sig hos 

svenska och portugisiska elever som lär sig engelska. 

Den första delen av denna uppsats, som även är huvuddelen, är en korpusundersökning av 80 

uppsatser skrivna av högstadieelever. Den andra delen är ett flervalstest som konstruerats för att 

provocera fram språköverföringsfel. Deltagarna var högstadie- och gymnasieelever från Sverige och 

Brasilien. Resultaten från korpusundersökningen stämmer i stor utsträckning överens med vad 

tidigare forskning visat, till exempel att det är vanligare att fel uppstår med bestämda artiklar än 

med obestämda artiklar och hur bestämda artiklar och tillsammans med generiska nominalfraser 

tenderar att generera negativ språköverföring. Korpusstudien visar också på hur felaktigt utbyte 

(substitution) var det vanligaste prepositionsfelet och att många språköverföringsfel förmodligen 

orsakats av direkta översättningar från svenska. I analysen av resultateten från flervalstestet kunde 

graden av inflytande från första språket på enskilda fel påvisas. Sammantaget avslöjar 

undersökningen i denna uppsats på flera aspekter av negativ språköverföring som troligen ej 

uppenbarats om enkom elever med ett förstaspråk inkluderats, detta eftersom det är i jämförelsen 

mellan engelska-elever med olika förstaspråk som de mest intressanta resultaten framkommer. 

Nyckelord: felanalys, artikelanvändning, prepositionsanvändning, negativ språköverföring, 

korpusundersökning, svenska elever som studerar engelska, portugisiska elever som studerarar 

engelska 
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1. Introduction and aim 

Over the last decades, there has been a strong interest in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) 

studies for the analysis of errors. This has also been the case in Sweden. Previous research 

has shown that Swedish students make similar types of errors regardless of age (Köhlmyr 

2003:i). In a comprehensive study of 16-year old Swedish learners of English, Pia Köhlmyr 

found that while errors related to verbal usage were the most common, the learners also 

tended to struggle considerably with making appropriate use of articles and prepositions 

(2003:354). Intralingual errors (particularly overgeneralisations) were most common. 

Errors caused by negative transfer were also frequent. The latter has been described by Rod 

Ellis (1994:28) as follows: “L1 transfer usually refers to the incorporation of features of the L1 

into the knowledge systems of the L2 which the learner is trying to build”. 

 

The focus of this study is on investigating article and preposition errors made by L1 Swedish 

learners of English and to put them in relation to negative transfer. The study also includes a 

comparative component where L1 Swedish learners’ production is juxtaposed to L1 Brazilian 

Portuguese learners’ production. Since Swedish is a Germanic language and Portuguese is a 

Romance language, it is likely that interesting differences occur. Very few error analyses have 

been performed on Brazilian students learning English. A study of Portuguese university 

students published in 1985 by Manuel Gomes da Torre (1985:409) concluded that close to 

half of the identified errors in his study could be attributed to transfer. 

 

Previous research of English-learners has shown that certain types of transfer errors are 

more common than others. Both L1 Portuguese and L1 Swedish speakers can be expected to 

commit most of these errors due to phonological similarity and direct translations to closest 

semantic equivalent (Gomes da Torre 1985:303, Köhlmyr 2003:252-253). Substitutions, such 

as when the word on is used erroneously to replace in, has been found to be the most 

common type of preposition error. It is also the most common category for transfer errors 

(Gomes da Torre 1985:313, Köhlmyr 2003:148). Regarding article usage, Gomes da Torre 

(1985:272) concluded that definite article addition, that is, when the is erroneously added, is 

the most common error. An area that is suggested as problematic for L1 Swedish learners of 

English is correct usage of articles in relation to uncountable and plural noun phrases in a 

generic sense (Estling Vannestål 2007:128). 

 

In this paper, a corpus study of 80 essays from Uppsala Learner English Corpus (ULEC) is 

performed. The examined students are aged 15 and 16. An additional feature of this study is a 

multiple-choice test. It consists of 30 sentences that are composed to further investigate to 
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which extent errors could be related to negative transfer. The test was distributed to one 

group in Brazil and one in Sweden. 

 

This study investigates article and preposition errors in learner English and whether these 

are caused by negative transfer from the learners’ first language. The research questions are: 

 

- What kinds of article and preposition errors can be found in the L1 Swedish 

students’ written production? 

 

- To what extent can these errors be explained by possible negative transfer from 

the students’ L1? 

 

- What further evidence of negative transfer (if any) can be found when L1 Swedish 

and L1 Portuguese students’ writing skills are brought to bear through an 

experimental test? 

2. Background 

Before turning to a more detailed description of this study, it is important to provide some 

background. This section starts with a very brief definition of the field of Second Language 

Acquisition (SLA). It is followed by a discussion of the theoretical framework that this study 

rests upon (Section 2.2). Then comes a grammatical review of differences between the L1’s 

(Section 2.3). It finishes with a discussion of what findings previous research has produced 

(Section 2.4). 

2.1 Second Language Acquisition 

In the field of linguistics, Second Language Acquisition (SLA) is a frequently used term that 

needs a definition. The reason for this is because it is used in two different senses (Ellis & 

Barkhuizen 2005:3). One is more literal and is referring “to the learning of another language 

(second, third, foreign) after acquisition of one’s mother tongue is complete. That is, it labels 

the object of enquiry. The term is also used to refer to the study of how people learn a second 

language; that is, it labels the field of enquiry itself” (Ellis & Barkhuizen 2005:3). In this 

paper, the term SLA is used in the latter sense. The main goals for SLA can be described as 

“to describe how L2 acquisition proceeds and to explain this process and why some learners 

seem to be better at it than others” (Ellis 1997:6). 
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2.2 Theories and methods relevant to the study of 

errors 

In the field of SLA, the analysis of errors is a common approach to understanding the 

processes involved in learning a language. Before discussing different methods, it is 

important to point out that it is customary to make a distinction between error and mistake. 

One of the first to announce this definition was Stephen Pit Corder. He described “errors of 

performance as mistakes, reserving the term error to refer to systematic errors of the learner 

from which we are able to reconstruct his knowledge of the language to date” (Corder 

1967:167). Even if it is not always easy to make this distinction, there is an intention in this 

paper to do so. Section 2.2.1 introduces the term Error Analysis. In Section 2.2.2, the terms 

transfer, interlanguage and cross-linguistic influence are discussed. It finishes with Section 

2.2.3 where Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis is briefly explained. 

2.2.1 Error Analysis 

In the 1970s, Error Analysis (EA) replaced a method known as Contrastive Analysis (CA) as 

the favoured approach to analysing errors in the SLA field. CA was rooted in the habit-

focused approach to psychology known as behaviourism. It focused on how differences 

between mother tongue and L2 caused errors (Köhlmyr 2003:25). In contrast, EA addressed 

the cognitive mechanisms of the mind and how it computed information (Ellis & Barkhuizen 

2005:54). The focus thus shifted from negative influence from the L1 to analysis of actual 

errors and how they were produced by humans. EA has been criticised for focusing too much 

on errors (Ellis 1994:19). Nowadays, EA is far from the only method used in SLA but it has 

remained an important method, however in different manners than its original application, 

which is also the case with CA (Köhlmyr 2003:27). These days, EA is perhaps more often 

used for specific research questions where it can provide valuable insights (Ellis 1994:20). 

The EA pioneer Corder recognised five steps that should be included in an Error Analysis, 

each with its own associated problems and procedures. Rod Ellis and Gary Barkhuizen have 

roughly described them as follows (2005:57-67): The first step is the collection of a 

sample of learner language. A major concern here is how the nature of the sample may 

influence the distribution of errors, that is, who were the learners that were included in the 

sample. Learner profiles, text-types and manner of text production are examples of factors 

that should be considered here. The next step is the identification of errors. It is a process 

where each utterance in the sample is compared to what a native speaker would produce. Any 

deviance is treated as an error. A significant problem in this step is how to establish exactly 

what should be considered the proper reconstruction since subjective interpretation is 
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involved. The third step is the description of errors. It includes coding the errors into 

defined categories. The fourth step is the explanation of errors. This is where an attempt 

is made to describe why the errors were made. A difficulty with this step could be to establish 

whether the errors are caused by influence from the mother tongue, that is, negative transfer, 

or if they are due to intralingual factors such as overgeneralisation. The last step is error 

evaluation. This is where the results of the first four steps are related to their gravity. It is 

often ignored since it is mainly used for purely didactic purposes. In this study, the first four 

steps will be accounted for. 

2.2.2 Language transfer and interlanguage 

Language transfer can be understood as the influence the mother tongue has on the 

acquisition of an L2 and how it can play a part in the process of learning (Ellis 1997:51). 

Köhlmyr separates interlingual errors from intralingual errors (Köhlmyr 2003:231-233). 

The former are all transfer errors. The latter includes all errors that do not occur because of 

influence from other languages than the one that is learned. Typical intralingual errors are 

overgeneralisations, simplifications and blends. A separation can thus be made between 

intralingual errors and transfer errors. These terms will be used throughout this paper. In 

this study, negative transfer is considered as something that causes an error based on 

something that is present or is not present in the L1. In example (1) and (2) below are 

examples of transfer caused by presence and non-presence in the L11. 

 Transfer error due to presence in L1: 

(1) I watched "The Ring" for about two years ago [...] // I watched "The Ring" about 

two years ago (ULEC_80) (Swedish equivalent: för omkring två år sedan) 

 

Transfer error due to non-presence in L1: 

(2) […] we visited (X) Coliseum, […] // visited the Coliseum (ULEC_15) (Swedish 

equivalent: vi besökte Colosseum) 

  

At first, the study of transfer focused on errors that were caused by influence from the native 

tongue, that is, aspects of negative transfer. Transfer has continued to be a well-researched 

                                                        
 

1 Throughout this study, emphasis in bold face has been added to the examples to point the readers’ 
attention to the errors and what may have caused them. Corrected errors are to the right of the slashes 
// and only the errors in bold were corrected. Exclusively errors that this study focused upon were 
corrected. Corpus references to text numbers are in brackets (). The symbol combination (X) means 
that a word has been omitted. Whenever there was more than one option available in the correction, 
they are stated behind single slashes /. 
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aspect of SLA, however, the focus is not anymore on the negative influence it has on the L2 

(Ellis 1994:308). 

During the 1970s, Larry Selinker’s theory of interlanguage grew popular. It builds on the 

idea “that L2 learners construct a linguistic system that draws, in part, on the learner’s L1 but 

is also different from it and also from the target language” (Ellis 1997:33). There was a shift 

from focusing on errors to the mental processes that are involved in language acquisition. To 

this day it is perhaps the most common approach in the field. From this cognitive 

perspective, transfer can be treated as a part of a learner-strategy used to facilitate the 

acquisition of a language (Ellis 1994:351). 

As suggested above, the scope of transfer has become wider to also include instances of 

positive influence from the L1 on the L2 and how such things as cultural knowledge can be 

instrumental in L2 acquisition. Ellis describes transfer studies like this: “The study of transfer 

involves the study of errors (negative transfer), facilitation (positive transfer), avoidance of 

target language forms, and their over-use” (Ellis 1994:341). Scott Jarvis and Aneta Pavlenko 

(2010:61) have described how a distinction can be made “between types of transfer that are 

examined primarily in relation to linguistic form and structures versus types of transfer that 

are analysed in relation to the mental concepts that underlie those forms and structures”. The 

aim of the present study is to explore the former. Michael Sharwood Smith (1986:244-245) 

has suggested that a more appropriate term for this wider range of phenomena is cross-

linguistic influence. However, this has by no means been accepted by all researchers in the 

field of SLA. Many use the two terms interchangeably. In this paper, the term transfer will be 

used throughout. 

2.2.3 Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis 

An approach that was specifically developed to analyse learner errors in corpus data is 

Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA). This method was developed with the purpose to 

investigate the computational data that learner corpora had started to provide in the 1980s 

(Granger 2015:7). In CIA, samples of learner languages are often juxtaposed with both the 

native language and other samples of learner language (Granger 2015:8). One of the 

advantages of this method is the capacity to identify errors in more dimensions than other 

methods are, and that it goes beyond the morphological and syntactical to an understanding 

of more lexical and discursive aspects of SLA (Granger 2015:10). Most CIA research involves 

the comparison of L2 learners to native speakers. However, there is also plenty of CIA 

research that has involved the comparison of learner corpora with different L2s (Granger 

2015:11-12). CIA has been accused by some for focusing too much on the languages of native 

speakers and ignoring the transitory state of interlanguages, but it has many defenders who 
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believe that these problems are possible to overcome and new approaches have been adapted 

for this purpose (Granger 2015:13-14). The CIA approach is applied, at least to a certain 

degree, in the second part of the present study, where the L1 Swedish students’ production is 

compared to that of the L1 Portuguese students. 

2.3 Article and preposition usage in English, Swedish 

and Portuguese 

Swedish and English are both Germanic languages and contact between the two has been 

frequent. This has perhaps made English relatively easy to learn for Swedish people (Swan & 

Smith 2001:21). Portuguese, by contrast, is a Romance language and thus from a different 

branch of the Indo-European language tree; one can therefore expect that it is more difficult 

to learn English for L1 Portuguese learners than it is for L1 Swedish learners. There are 

specific situations that are prone to cause negative transfer for both groups of learners. Some 

of them are related to use of articles and prepositions (Köhlmyr 2003:251, Gomes da Torre 

1985:250-294). In Section 2.3.1 the differences between Swedish and English regarding 

articles and prepositions will be discussed. In section 2.3.2 the differences between 

Portuguese and English regarding articles and prepositions will be discussed. 

2.3.1 Differences between Swedish and English regarding 

articles and prepositions 

A similarity between articles in Swedish and in English is that grammatical gender is 

practically of no importance. According to Maria Estling Vannestål (2007:121), apart from 

the fact that Swedish mainly use word endings where English uses definite articles (except 

when a pre-modifying adjective precedes a noun), the basic rules are the same. An important 

difference is that what dictates proper use of the indefinite article-forms ett (neutrum) and en 

(utrum) in Swedish is mainly related to the number of syllables and the word endings in the 

following word (Holm & Nylund 1970:22-24), while in English, it is the sound of the 

beginning of the following word that dictates whether to use a or an (Estling Vannestål 

2007:123). The former is used for consonant sounds and the latter for vowel sounds. The fact 

that many learners of English fail to recognise vowel-sounding consonants and consonant-

sounding vowels, is suggested by Estling Vannestål as a possible problem for Swedish 

learners (2007:123). Michael Swan and Bernard Smith (2001:28) recognises some aspects 

regarding articles that are prone to create problems for speakers of Scandinavian languages 

learning English: 
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• In Scandinavian languages (which includes Swedish), definite article endings occur 

with uncountable and plural nouns used in a generic sense, while in English it is 

common to use zero-article. Example of possible error: *In the very early days, the 

knives were made from stone and bone. (Sw. I den allra första början så var 

knivarna gjorda av sten och ben.) 

• In Scandinavian languages, before object complement function and after as, the 

indefinite article is not used when the reference is non-specific. Example: *She has 

worked as lawyer for ten years. (Sw. Hon har jobbat som advokat i tio år.) 

• In Scandinavian languages, the indefinite article is not used after many idiomatic 

expressions, especially when a verb related noun is in object position. Ex: *drive car 

(Sw. köra bil) 

• After the words with and without, articles are commonly left out in Scandinavian 

languages. Ex: *A man with smoking pipe. (Sw. En man med pipa.) 

 

Regarding uncountable nouns or plurals in a generic sense, Estling Vannestål (2007:129) 

writes the following: 

 

there is no definite article in English when we use uncountable nouns (like love and milk) or 

plurals (like tigers and mobile phones) in a generic sense. In Swedish, we often have a choice 

between using the definite or indefinite form of a word (mjölken/mjölk, tigrarna tigrar, 

mobiltelefonerna/mobiltelefoner) 

 

There are a few situations when generic reference to a noun phrase takes the definite article 

in English, but does not in Swedish. This can create problems. (Estling Vannestål 2007:125-

126). These include cardinal points such as *The wind was coming from South (Sw. Vinden 

kom från söder), Grammatical terms such as *You should use a different conjugation in 

singular (Sw. Du ska använda en annan böjning i singularis), classical musical instruments 

such as *She plays grand piano (Sw. Hon spelar flygel) and dances such as *When did you 

learn to dance Samba? (Sw. När lärde du dig dansa samba?). There are many uncountable 

nouns that do not take the definite article in English that do in Swedish (2007:130), such as 

art, death, heaven, life, love, music, poetry and communism. Names of places preceded by 

adjectives are most often introduced by det in Swedish. That is not the case in English 

(2007:131), such as in *Experience the colourful India (Sw. Upplev det färgsprakande 

Indien). 

Regarding prepositions, Estling Vannestål (2007:364) concludes that they ”tend to be a 

difficult part of acquiring any foreign language” and suggests that it is best to learn the 

preposition that goes with a certain word at the same time as it is learned, as the direct 
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translation from Swedish often is wrong (Estling Vannestål 2007:368). She gives examples of 

some situations that she considers particularly difficult for Swedish learners of English. One 

is when there is a preposition in Swedish and none in English, and vice versa (2007:369), 

such as in taste/smaka på, be in love/vara kär. There are also preposition pairs like at and 

in that have defined uses in English, while only one preposition is used (in this case i) in 

Swedish (Estling Vannestål 2007:369-372). Others are against/towards, as/like and 

during/under. Some constructions, when in Swedish prepositions are followed by att, tend to 

be translated erroneously into English (Estling Vannestål 2007:372-375, Swan & Smith 

2001:33). The preposition into together with a transitive verb like transform has no direct 

equivalent and is translated into several words (Swan & Smith 2001:125). 

 

When considering these grammatical differences, it can be expected that L1 Swedish learners 

of English are prone to make certain mistakes due to influence from the first language. A 

plausible hypothesis is that erroneous addition and omission of the definite article when 

referring to a noun phrase in a generic sense will be common. When it comes to prepositions, 

most errors would be substitutions and expected to occur if there is a different meaning when 

directly translated, or failure to choose correctly when one preposition in Swedish 

corresponds to several in English. Many errors are also likely to occur when the translated 

situations take or do not take prepositions, which would generate addition and omission 

errors respectively. 

2.3.2 Differences between Portuguese and English regarding 

articles and prepositions 

The most significant difference between Portuguese and English when it comes to articles is 

that the former “makes a distinction between male and female” (Estling Vannestål 2007:121). 

In other words, English has what is most often referred to as natural gender while 

Portuguese has grammatical gender. This is probably not the source of significant negative 

transfer since there are no words in English that have a phonological similarity to articles like 

e and o. A difference that is likely to create transfer errors is that in Portuguese, the definite 

article is used in situations where it almost never is used in English. It precedes nouns in the 

generic sense, proper nouns, the equivalent of next and last, the names of streets and words 

for institutions (Swan & Smith 2001:123). For this reason, a Portuguese speaker could 

erroneously create a sentence like this: *The Anna loves to cook. In both English and 

Swedish, the main function of the indefinite article is to introduce something new. It is also 

only used with single countable nouns (Estling Vannestål 2007:121). In Portuguese, the 

indefinite article is not only used with single countable nouns, although this fact rarely 

creates errors since the determiners some and any can function in all the corresponding 
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situations in English.  Just like with Swedish speakers, it is likely that Portuguese L1 English-

learners struggle to recognise vowel-sounding consonants and consonant-sounding vowels. 

 

According to Swan & Smith (2001:125), the fact that there are more prepositions in English 

than in Portuguese, makes it “more precise in its definition of time, location and movement”. 

Subsequently, problems can arise when a Portuguese preposition has several equivalents in 

English. An example is para, which can be translated into for, to, at and in order to. A 

possible error would be: *I will move for Sweden. The words até (En. up until, until, to, up 

to, by, till, pending), em (En. in, on, at, into, to, with, under, upon, up) and durante (En. 

during, pending) are other such words. Another possible source of problem is that the 

preposition into (just like in Swedish) together with transitive verbs like transform and 

change has no separate equivalent. A possible error is thus: *He changed in a werewolf. Just 

as is the case with Swedish learners of English, it is likely that Portuguese learners of English 

struggle to decide which preposition to use with which word. This because there is often no 

grammatical rule that dictates correct use, but rather it must be memorised for each case. 

 

Based on these grammatical differences, Portuguese speakers can be expected to make 

certain mistakes due to influence from their first language. Since the definite article precedes 

generic nouns and proper nouns, and is used in many other situations when it is not in 

English, the use of the definite article is likely to be problematic for Portuguese speakers. 

When it comes to prepositions, direct translation from Portuguese, and thus failure to know 

which preposition that belongs with which word in English, is likely to be a major source of 

errors. Prepositions that have several equivalents when translated to English would be 

another source of errors, especially for the word para but also for the words até, em and 

durante. 

2.4 Previous research 

When it comes to research in general, there is ample evidence which indicates that transfer is 

an important factor in second language acquisition (Jarvis & Pavlenko 2010:111 Bestgen, 

Granger & Thewissen 2012:127). There is research on Germanic speakers learning English, 

such as for L1 German (Eubank 1996). Similarly, there is research on speakers of Romance 

languages, such as L1 Spanish (García Mayo 2009). Three studies of direct relevance to the 

present study will be accounted for in more detail. 

 

In a CIA learner corpora study performed on Chinese and Spanish learners of English, Maria 

Belén Diez-Bedmar and Szilvia Papp compared the use of the article system of both groups 

(Belén Diez-Bedmar & Papp 2008:147). Both correct and incorrect uses were analysed (Belén 
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Diez-Bedmar & Papp 2008:167). Since the present study to a certain degree will use a 

comparative method, it was interesting to include these results in the paper. In Chinese, there 

is no article system. In Spanish, there is one. However, it is different from the one used in 

English. The results showed “that Chinese learners exhibit more non-native features in their 

overall use of articles” (Belén Diez-Bedmar & Papp 2008:167). Furthermore, the authors 

found that the definite article seemed harder to acquire than the indefinite article for both the 

Spanish learners and the Chinese learners. The results are a good example of how the method 

of CIA is capable of revealing interesting patterns when learners from different L1’s are 

compared. There is the intention in this study to try to reveal such variations. 

 

In a CA and EA corpus-study of 383 essays written by L1 Swedish 16-year-old learners, Pia 

Köhlmyr concluded that most errors were “related to verbs (25%), nouns and articles (22%), 

concord (18%), and prepositions (12%)” (Köhlmyr 2003:354). The errors were categorised 

into addition, omission and substitution. All errors were also divided into category and 

realisation errors. The former category was used to denote erroneous choice of grammatical 

category, the latter when it was the right category, but the execution was wrong (Köhlmyr 

2003:31). This aspect was not accounted for in the present study because they were not 

judged as suitable for the aim of identifying negative transfer. The article errors were divided 

into three grammatical categories: the definite article, the indefinite article and the zero-

article. In total, there were 491 article errors (Köhlmyr 2009:43). Regarding the 132 errors 

that were related to the definite article, which comprised 71% of all article errors, they were 

all defined as substitution and almost exclusively as replaced with zero-article (n=130), most 

commonly when followed by countable nouns with specific reference (Köhlmyr 2003:47). 

Regarding the 121 errors that involved the indefinite article, 120 were attributed to 

substitution (Köhlmyr 2003:48). Regarding errors related to zero-article, all 237 errors were 

counted as substitution and on 219 occasions when being replaced by the definite article 

(Köhlmyr 2003:51), most commonly preceding nouns with generic reference (n=122). 

Köhlmyr classified 619 instances of preposition errors (Köhlmyr 2003:148). The prepositions 

to, in, at, of and for accounted for 484 of the errors. Preposition substitution errors were 

most common (n=488), followed by addition (n=51) and omission (n=76) (Köhlmyr 

2003:148). 

 

An estimated 40% (n=1408) of all errors were considered as due to transfer. Köhlmyr 

classified the remaining 60% as intralingual errors and as being due to overgeneralisation, 

simplification and blends. She concluded that “Transfer errors also seem to be the most 

persistent errors in ESL writing” (2003:354).  Köhlmyr stated that the three major word class 

areas prone to negative transfer were nouns/articles (29%), prepositions (27%) and verbs 
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(12%) (Köhlmyr 2003:251). Article usage when separated from nouns accounted for 22% of 

the identified transfer cases (Köhlmyr 2003:254). She categorised 71% as due to grammatical 

transfer and thus related to rules and structures (Köhlmyr 2003:251). Most of the article 

errors belonged here. Non-grammatical transfer comprised the remaining 29% and was 

mostly due to what she called literal translation, which included false assumptions on one-to-

one correlation between the languages and phonological similarity. Most of the preposition 

errors were considered as due to non-grammatical transfer (82%). Out of all article and 

preposition errors, 62% were considered as caused by transfer (n=688 out of n=1110). The 

relative frequency between article and preposition transfer errors was 45% (n=312 out of 

n=688) to 55% (n=376 out of n=688) (2003:251,254). 

 

An extensive error analysis of Portuguese learners of English was published by Manuel 

Gomes da Torre in 1985. His corpus consisted of 84 texts written by fourth-year-university 

students (Gomes da Torre 1985:127). He identified a total of 3033 errors (Gomes da Torre 

1985:410). Most of them were considered grammatical (57,3%), followed by lexical (20,1%) 

and orthographical (13,6%. Of all the errors, 1329 (43,8%) were attributed as caused by 

transfer (Gomes da Torre 1985:409). The number is very similar to Köhlmyr’s 40%. Out of all 

the article and preposition errors, 54% were considered to have been caused by transfer 

(n=473 out of n=875). The relative frequency between article and preposition transfer errors 

was 37% (n=174 out of n=473) to 63% (n=299 out of n=473). 

 

Regarding article errors, 449 were found, which represented 14,8% of the total number of 

errors (Gomes da Torre 1985:250,279). A total of 371 errors were considered as related to 

usage of the definite article and 249 of those were judged as they were due to transfer (Gomes 

da Torre 1985:272). The results deviate slightly from those of Köhlmyr. Of the errors with the 

definite article, 117 (31,5%) were classified as omission (Gomes da Torre 1985:272) but only 4 

of them were considered as due to transfer. The term emprego abusivo can be understood as 

addition. Gomes da Torre placed 247 (66,6%) of the errors related to the use of the definite 

article in this category and deemed that almost all of them (n=245) were caused by transfer. 

Only 7 substitution errors were accounted for. A total of 78 errors were considered as related 

to usage of the indefinite article, which constituted 17,4% of all article errors (Gomes da Torre 

1985:278). In the categories for indefinite article errors, Gomes da Torre considered 23 errors 

as additions, 35 as omissions and 20 as substitutions. The count for transfer with indefinite 

articles was 50; in the omission category he placed 34 errors and in the addition category 16 

errors (Gomes da Torre 1985:279). 
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Regarding prepositions, a total of 426 errors were found, which constituted 14% of the total 

number of errors, and 174 (37%) of those were considered as caused by transfer (Gomes da 

Torre 1985:313). As can be recalled, the distribution in Köhlmyr’s study between transfer 

article and preposition errors is quite different. Substitution appeared 319 times, which was 

74,9% of total prepositions, and was considered to have been caused by transfer in 114 of 

those cases. Omission appeared 64 times, which was 15% of total preposition errors, and 28 

were considered to have been caused by interference. Addition appeared 43 times, which was 

10,1% of total preposition errors, and 32 were considered as caused by interference. Usage of 

the prepositions to, in, on, of, with and for generated most of the errors (Gomes da Torre 

1985:313). 

 

The results from Köhlmyr and Gomes da Torre will be used in Section 4 where they are 

compared to the results from the present study. 

3. Material and methods 

The first and main part of the research in this paper was a corpus study of essays written by 

Swedish students. The second part was a multiple-choice test that was distributed to students 

from Sweden and Brazil. 

3.1 Material 

3.1.1 ULEC 

The corpus data used in the present study comes from the Uppsala Learner English Corpus 

(ULEC). It consists of essays written by Swedish learners of English in secondary school 

(junior and senior high school) (Johansson & Geisler 2009:181). The texts were written in a 

simple web interface and collected by teacher students. “Each essay in the corpus is coded for 

various extra-linguistic categories, such as date of composition, register, year in school, level 

of English course in senior high school, type of high school program, gender of the writer, 

and age of the writer” (Johansson & Geisler 2009:181). The data is used by the teachers to 

gain insight in student-knowledge of grammar and to improve their teaching methods. A 

random selection of 80 essays were investigated in the present study. The students were all in 

upper secondary school (high school) and between 15 and 16 years of age. The average length 

of each text used in this study is approximately 260 words and the total corpus includes an 

estimated total of 20,800 words. 
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3.1.2 The multiple-choice test 

The data analysed in the second part of the study comes from a multiple-choice test that was 

designed for this study (see Appendix B). Brazilian and Swedish students aged between 14 

and 17 participated in the test. The test consisted of 30 sentences that were tailored to 

provoke transfer errors. For reasons of availability and familiarity, Brazilian Portuguese was 

chosen as the language used for comparison.  

3.2 Method 

3.2.1 The corpus study 

Tony McEnery and Tom Hardie (2012:1) have defined corpus linguistics as “some set of 

machine-readable texts which is deemed an appropriate basis on which to study a specific set 

of research questions”. The corpus is the actual database of texts. There are several types of 

corpora that vary in modes how they are organised and collected. As such, ULEC is a 

collection of written monolingual texts. The data has been collected over time from students 

in a defined age span and in the form of short written essays.  The method used in the present 

study can be called corpus-based, that is, the data is used to explore some form of theory or 

hypothesis (McEnery & Hardie 2012:6). 

 

The texts in ULEC were manually read and marked for errors involving articles and 

prepositions. At one point, the word processing program MS Word was used to account for 

individual preposition frequency. The procedure of identifying errors can be divided into four 

major steps. They correspond to the first four steps of a typical error analysis described by 

Ellis and Barkhuizen that was mentioned in Section 2.2.2. The first step was the collection 

of a sample of learner language, which consisted of gaining permission to use the ULEC 

database and to select 80 essays.2 The second step was the identification of errors. This 

was achieved by manually identifying erroneously used articles and prepositions. As was 

suggested in Section 2.2, mistakes, including spelling errors, were not considered errors. 

Several situations were hard to judge and were therefore excluded. See examples (3) and (4) 

below for examples of errors regarded as mistakes, and (5) and (6) for errors that were not 

possible to classify. 

 

 

                                                        
 

2 Permission was granted to me by Christine Johansson and Christer Geisler at the Uppsala Learner 
English Corpus to use ULEC. For this I am very grateful. 
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 Examples of excluded errors: 

(3) [...] it was to expensive [...] // it was too expensive (ULEC_2) 

(4) [...] where i have felt at complete loss of safety [...] // where i have felt a complete 

loss of safety/where I have felt completely at a loss (ULEC_75) 

(5) [...] the wather , sleep on the beatch and shoop , but the are not good staff.. soo 

the are most time on the beatch. it's verry nice [...] // ? (ULEC_6) 

(6) [...] one ghost just for to sells and make money [...] // ? (ULEC_20) 

 

Other errors were also left out, even if they partly involved errors related to the study. They 

were substitutions that involved words that were not articles or prepositions. An example is: 

*someone grabbed his sides of the body (Corrected: someone grabbed the sides of his 

body). 

 

The included errors were marked and exported to a spreadsheet to facilitate analysis. Each 

error item was accompanied by the surrounding text. In (7) to (12) below are examples of 

included items. 

 

Examples of included article errors: 

(7) But i belevie in ghosts. I know that they are here on the earth [...] // they are here 

on earth (ULEC_23) 

(8) [...] strange things happened (X) same day [...] // strange things happened 

the/that same day (ULEC_20) 

(9) I took an big cheese and stake sandwich // I took a big cheese and stake sandwich 

(ULEC_1) 

 

Examples of included preposition errors: 

(10) [...] a journey I made for just one month ago, [...] // a journey I made just one 

month ago (ULEC_7) 

(11) Last year, (X) 2007, me and my family was on a trip to Denmark, Germany, 

Chezc republic and Austria. [...] // Last year, in 2007 (ULEC_17) 

(12) [...] to laugh to a guy [...] // to laugh at a guy (ULEC_12) 

 

The next step was the description of errors. All included errors were categorised into 

either addition, omission or substitution. These categories were based on the three different 

types of operation Köhlmyr used in her study (2003:31-32). Addition is when a grammatical 

element erroneously has been added, as in examples (13), (16) and (19). Omission describes a 

situation when something is missing, as in examples (14), (17) and (20). Substitution 
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describes a situation when something has been replaced, as in examples (15), (18) and (21). 

In examples (13), (14) and (15). below, are examples of preposition addition, omission and 

substitution. Articles were divided into definite and indefinite, and respectively into addition, 

omission and substitution, as in examples (16), (17) and (18), respectively (19), (20) and (21). 

 

Preposition errors: 

 (13) Addition: For a few days ago i saw [...] // a few days ago i saw (ULEC_23) 

(14) Omission: […] as we did a lot (X) that time of my live […] // as we did a lot at 

that time (ULEC_14) 

(15) Substitution: [...] best city I've been on is New York, [...] // best city I've been to is 

New York (ULEC_49) 

 

 Definite article errors: 

(16) Addition: It would be starnge if the life just ends when you die [...] // starnge if 

life just ends (ULEC_26) 

 (17) Omission: Gone to (X) USA to see [...] // Gone to the USA to see (ULEC_1) 

 (18) Substitution: All of the sudden [...] // All of a sudden (ULEC_78) 

 

Indefinite article errors: 

 (19) Addition: So that is an another reason […] // that is another reason (ULEC_37) 

(20) Omission: (X) Bunch of stuff have happened [...] // A Bunch of stuff have 

happened (ULEC_67) 

 (21) Substitution: A evil man [...] // An evil man (ULEC_58) 

 

Even though the present study, just as Köhlmyr, used the categories addition, omission and 

substitution, there were differences in how they were applied. The most significant was that 

in the present study, the zero-article was not recognised as a grammatical entity, while it was 

in Köhlmyr’s. This means, for instance, that in this study, the erroneous presence of the as in 

example (16), was counted as an addition error. Köhlmyr would have regarded it as a 

substitution error and that the definite article had replaced zero-article. The implications 

were substantial since this type of error is common. The reason to why zero-article was not 

recognised in this study is that error categories which focus on a more tangible presence or 

non-presence of items are more suitable for recognising negative transfer. That is, when an 

article or preposition is erroneously missing from, or has been added to the L2, and in the 

translated equivalent in the L1 there is a corresponding structure, it becomes a clear 

indication of possible transfer. In example (22) below, there is an example of what this study 

considered an addition, but which Köhlmyr would have considered substitution. 
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(22) [...] i want to go to the space. [...] // i want to go to space. (ULEC_13) (Swedish 

equivalent: åka till rymden) 

 

To consider the error above as a substitution of the zero-article is perhaps more 

grammatically correct. To consider the error an addition is perhaps more to focus on the 

visible fact that something has been added, and in this case, it helps to highlight the fact that 

the Swedish equivalent construction +takes the definite article. Since a main aim of this study 

was to recognise transfer, to focus on such things as presence and non-presence in the 

mother tongue was judged as more effective. 

 

Errors were also categorised for possible negative transfer. A Swedish equivalent was 

provided that contained the suspected foundation for the error. See (23) to (26) below (in 

these examples, an explanation has been added). 

 

Transfer article errors: 

(23) [...] be home all the summer [...] // be home all summer (ULEC_43) (Swedish 

equivalent: vara hemma hela sommaren Explanation: In Swedish, the seasons of the 

year often take the definite article.) 

(24) all (X) fun stuff// all the fun stuff (ULEC_54) (Swedish equivalent: alla roliga 

saker :: Explanation: In Swedish, this construction does not take the definite article.) 

 

Transfer preposition errors: 

(25) [...] been in colorado for about 5 years ago [...] // been in colorado about 5 years 

ago (ULEC_56)  (Swedish equivalent: varit I Colorado för 5 år sedan :: Explanation: 

In Swedish, the preposition för can be used in the equivalent construction. The word 

is also similar to for in form.)  

(26) [...] and look after what it was, [...] // and look for what it was (ULEC_10) 

(Swedish equivalent: och se efter vad det var :: Explanation: It seems the a Swedish 

the Swedish preposition efter has been directly lexically translated.) 

 

Article addition and omission errors with uncountable or plural noun phrases in a generic 

sense were also coded for. “A generic noun phrase is a noun phrase that does not refer to 

a specific (set of) individual(s), but rather to a kind or class of individuals” (Reiter & Frank 

2010:40) Of this type, only addition was detected. See (27) below for an example. 
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Addition when uncountable or plural noun in a generic sense: 

(27) [...] when i'm in the space [...] // when i'm in space (ULEC_13) (Swedish 

equivalent: är i rymden :: Explanation: Space is an uncountable noun in a generic 

sense and does not take the definite article. The equivalent construction in Swedish 

does.) 

 

Preposition errors were counted in relation to lexical items. Preposition additions were 

related to presence of added items in sentences directly translated to Swedish. Prepositions 

omissions were related to non-presence of omitted items in sentences directly translated to 

Swedish. See (28) and (29) below. 

 

 Preposition addition when item present in Swedish equivalent: 

(28) [...] were in Brasil for many years ago // were in Brasil many years ago [...] 

(ULEC_14) (Swedish equivalent: var i Brasilien för många år sedan)  

 

 Preposition omission when item not present in Swedish equivalent: 

(29) My perfect holiday If I had all money I could wish (X), [...] // all money I could 

wish for (ULEC_44) (Swedish equivalent: alla pengar jag kunde önska)  

 

The last step of the error analysis was the explanation of errors, which will be realised in 

the results and discussion section. 

3.2.2 The experimental study 

The multiple-choice test was comparative and performed with the intent to test for aspects of 

negative transfer. To compare Swedish and Portuguese English-learners is suitable since 

there are several similarities as well as differences between the two L1s, as has been described 

in Section 2.3. For instance, it was assumed that the correlation of results from Portuguese 

and Swedish learners of English would help to establish level of transfer influence in errors. 

It was also assumed that in certain cases, the method would make it possible to separate the 

negative transfer from intralingual factors like overgeneralisations and simplifications. The 

CIA approach, mentioned in Section 2.2.3, was thus to a certain degree used in this part of 

the study. 

 

The Swedish group was made up of 22 students in upper secondary school (high school). The 

Brazilian group was made up of 30 students in upper secondary school (high school). The 

Swedish students had studied English between 7 and 9 years. They were all in the 9th grade 

and either 14 or 15 years old; 12 were boys and 10 were girls. All Swedish students stated 
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Swedish as their first language. The Brazilian students had studied English between 6 and 11 

years, although most of them between 6 and 8 years. They were between 15 and 17 years old; 

22 were boys and 8 were girls. All Brazilian students stated that Portuguese was their first 

language. The difference in age span and size of the groups was not judged as a problem since 

the aim was not to measure the level of knowledge. Another aspect of this is that the average 

Swedish students can be assumed to have started their English studies earlier than Brazilian 

students, which means that to use students of the same age in both groups would also 

increase the gap in years studied between both groups. 

 

The test was constructed to focus on transfer errors and especially the differences between 

the first languages and English. The questionnaire consisted of 30 multiple-choice sentences 

with a fill-in-the-blank structure. Each sentence was tailored to address a certain problem 

area. This was based on what is presented in Section 2.3 as problematic situations for 

Portuguese and Swedish learners of English. The term “baited” will be used throughout this 

study to describe how the sentences were addressed to focus on either one group or both. 

Example (30) below is a sentence that is supposedly problematic for the Swedish learners 

since the word USA is not preceded by the definite article like in English and Portuguese. The 

answer a) would thus be considered as baited for the Swedish group. 

 

(30)    In the summer of 2007, I went to ____ USA. 
 

a) leave blank      b) the      c) a      d) an 

 

In this manner, the sentences included situations with articles and prepositions that baited 

for L1 Swedish and/or L1 Portuguese learners. The questionnaires were printed on paper and 

distributed to the students in class (see Appendix B). Their teachers monitored the students 

so that no help was obtained from other students or sources like the internet. After the filled 

in forms had been collected, the results were checked for dispersion, that is, whether there 

were individual participants who produced so many errors it would affect the overall results 

considerably. No questionnaires were removed. Last, the results were analysed. 

3.3 Ethical considerations 

The research abode to the ethical principles that have been established by the Swedish 

Research Council (Sw. ‘Vetenskapsrådet’) in 2002. They included demands of information, 

permission, confidentiality and use restriction. In this research, the participants were over 15, 

so the consent of parents was not needed. Regarding the material used from ULEC, there was 

no ethical concern since all texts were coded in a way that makes it impossible to track them 

back to individual students and since the students have approved the inclusion of the texts in 
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the corpus. For the multiple-choice test, the consent of all participants had to be obtained. For 

this reason, all students were instructed to read a text that contained information about the 

test and how the collected data would be handled. The two information texts of consent are in 

Appendixes C and D. 

4. Results and discussion 

This section is divided in two parts. The main part of the study, the ULEC corpus error 

analysis, will be presented first in Section 4.1. The second part includes the experimental test 

and will be presented in Section 4.2. Then follows a discussion of some shortcomings of the 

study in Section 4.3. 

4.1 The corpus study 

In Section 4.1.1, the overall results are presented and discussed in relation to transfer. It is 

followed by Section 4.1.2 with the article errors and Section 4.1.3 with the preposition errors. 

In Section 4.1.4, the results from the corpus study are compared with the results from Gomes 

da Torre’s study. 

4.1.1 Overall results 

In this section, no examples of errors are given from the corpus. Instead, they will be 

provided when the articles and prepositions errors are discussed separately in Sections 4.1.2 

and 4.1.3. 

 

In Table 1, the overall distribution of article and preposition errors is presented. As can be 

seen, there are more preposition than article errors. The distribution of article errors is quite 

evenly spread out into addition, omission and substitution. For preposition, a clear majority 

is considered substitution errors. 

 

Table 1. Overall distribution of errors between articles and prepositions 

 Addition Omission Substitution Total 

    n % 

Art. 24 17 21 62 39 

Prep. 13 19 63 95 61 

Total 37 36 84 157 100 
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As seen in Table 2 below, there are more transfer errors with prepositions than with articles. 

In relation to the total number of errors displayed in Table 1, it is notable that there are few 

transfer substitution errors with articles. 

 

Table 2. Overall distribution of transfer errors between articles and prepositions 

 Addition Omission Substitution Total 

    n % 

Tr. Art. 17 13 6 36 40 

Tr. Prep. 9 12 32 53 60 

Tr. Total 26 25 38 89 100 

 

To be able to compare the results from the present study with the results from Köhlmyr’s 

study, some adaptations had to be made to categories and results. As already has been 

mentioned in Section 3.2.1, while the names were the same in Köhlmyr’s study, the fact that 

zero-article was recognised had implications since a large quantity of results had to be 

transferred to other categories. This was made possible by the fact that Köhlmyr had included 

a thorough enough account of her classification and list of errors.  The actual numbers for 

this will be discussed in Section 4.1.2 and in relation to errors with the definite and the 

indefinite article. Tables 3 and 4 display the results in Table 1 compared to the results from 

Köhlmyr’s study. It is important to bear in mind that the smaller sample used in the present 

study may have affected the results. 

 

Table 3. Overall comparison of article and preposition errors  

Errors Present study Köhlmyr 

 n % n % 

Art. 62 39 485 44 

Prep. 95 61 619 56 

Total 157 100 1104 100 
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Table 4. Comparison of article and preposition addition, omission and substitution errors  

Errors Present study Köhlmyr 

 n % n % 

Art. A. 24 39 238 49 

Art. O. 17 27 177 36 

Art. S. 21 34 70 15 

Total Art. 62 100 485 100 

 n % n % 

Prep. A. 13 14 51 9 

Prep. O. 19 20 76 12 

Prep. S. 63 66 487 79 

Total Prep. 95 100 619 100 

 

As seen in Table 3, the relationship between preposition and article errors is quite similar 

between the two studies. The variation in relative distribution between article addition, 

omission and substitution error distribution displayed in Table 3 will be explored in more 

detail in Section 4.1.2. 

 

The overall results for transfer are very similar to the results from Köhlmyr’s study. In the 

present study, these errors make up 57% of the total errors with prepositions and articles. In 

Köhlmyr’s study, that number was 62% (see Section 2.4 for details). The total relative results 

of article and preposition transfer errors in the present study is 40% to 60%, here Köhlmyr 

had 45% to 55% (again see Section 2.4). The results from this study are thus largely in line 

with previous research. 

 

The fact that there are more errors with prepositions than with articles in both studies, both 

with and without transfer, can probably be explained by the fact that prepositions are more 

common than articles. Even if the is the most frequent word in written English, and a/an 

ranks in fifth place, prepositions as a whole are more frequent (statistics accessed at 

wordfrequency.info). 

4.1.2 Article errors in the corpus study 

The article errors are divided into those involving the definite and the indefinite article. This 

is customary to do in this type of research, as is the case with Köhlmyr, and it helps with the 

comparison to other studies. See Table 5 below for a summary of article errors. 
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Table 5. Distribution of errors with definite and indefinite articles 

 Def. art. Indef. Art. Total 

 n % n %  

Addition 20 49 4 19 24 

Omission 12 29 5 24 17 

Substitution 9 22 12 57 21 

Total 41 100 21 100 62 

 

Examples of addition, omission and substitution for errors with the definite article can be 

found in examples (31), (32) and (33) respectively. Examples of addition, omission and 

substitution for errors with the indefinite article can be found in (34), (35) and (36) 

respectively. 

 

Definite article: 

(31) […] a place thats called the Eurostop […] // called Eurostop (ULEC_52) 

(32) [...] i always dreamed about going to (X) USA were everybody talked english, [...] 

// to the USA (ULEC_1) 

(33) Im just the human, acting like everyone else in the unknown world. // Im just 

a/(X) human (ULEC_30) 

 

 Indefinite article: 

(34) So that is an another reason why I will practise hard all summer. // So that is 

another reason (ULEC_37) 

(35) We had to take (X) bus every day, [...] // take a bus every day (ULEC_15) 

(36) Everyone can get (a) end at this […] // can get an end to this (ULEC_27) 

 

As seen in Table 6 below, transfer errors are also categorised in relation to the definite and 

the indefinite article (The corresponding article scores not counting transfer are in square 

brackets.). Notable is that all the omission errors with the definite article are considered as 

due to transfer. 

 

Table 6. Overall distribution of transfer errors between the definite and the indefinite article. 

 Addition Omission Substitution Total 

Tr. Def. art. 16 [20] 11 [12] 3[9] 30[41] 

Tr. Indef. Art. 1[4] 2[5] 3[12] 6[21] 

Tr. Art. Total 17[24] 13[17] 6[21] 36[62] 
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A transfer error with definite article omission can be found in example (37). An example of an 

indefinite article transfer error substitution can be found in example (38). 

 

Definite article: 

(37) [...] and I have also met the first Swedish man that went up to the space, [...] // 

that went up to space (ULEC_11) (Swedish equivalent: till rymden) 

 Indefinite article: 

 (38) [...] with an canadien family [...] // with a canadien (ULEC_8) (Swedish 

equivalent: med en kanadensisk :: Explanation: In this case there is a phonological 

similarity between the Swedish indefinite article en and an that may have caused 

transfer) 

 

Of the 33 errors that are related to addition and omission of the definite article, 17 are 

constructions with uncountable or plural noun phrases in a generic sense. All of them are 

additions and 13 were classified as possibly caused by transfer, see examples (39) and (40) 

below. In the two cases of addition below, the definite article has been added when there is a 

possible equivalent in Swedish that takes the definite article. In English, the definite article is 

most often not used with uncountable nouns and plurals (Köhlmyr 2003:129). 

 

Addition:  

(39) I know that they are here on the earth and some people can see them […] // here 

on earth (ULEC_23) (Swedish equivalent: här på jorden) 

(40) It would be starnge if the life just ends when you die and evrything just turns 

dark. // if life just ends (ULEC_26) (Swedish equivalent: om livet bara tar slut) 

 

Of the 9 errors that are related to addition and omission of the indefinite article, 4 are 

constructions with uncountable or plural noun phrases in a generic sense. Additions accounts 

for all 4 of them. Only one is classified as possibly caused by transfer. Transfer addition is 1 

and omission 2. See example (41) below for an example of indefinite article transfer addition. 

  

(41) So that is an another reason […] // So that is another reason (ULEC_26) 

(Swedish equivalent: är ett annat skäl) 

 

As explained in Section 3.2.1, to be able to compare Köhlmyr’s article results with results 

from the present study, some adaptations were made. In Table 7 below, is a comparison of 

errors between the error analyses with regards to the definite and the indefinite article. 
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Table 7. Comparison of distribution of errors with definite and indefinite articles  

Errors Present study Köhlmyr 

 n % n % 

Def art A 20 49 219 62 

Def art O 12 29 130 37 

Def art S 9 22 5 1 

Total Def art 41 100 354 100 

 n % n % 

Indef art A 4 19 19 14 

Indef art O 5 24 47 36 

Indef art S 12 57 65 50 

Total Indef art 21 100 131 100 

 

In conclusion, it is possible to see how the hypothesis suggested in Section 2.3.1, that there 

would be many definite article transfer errors with addition preceding noun phrases in a 

generic sense, was confirmed, because it does seem to be a problematic situation for Swedish 

learners. It is also noteworthy how the present study has more article substitution errors than 

omissions, which was inverted in Köhlmyr’s adapted results. Perhaps if the present study had 

included a larger corpus, the statistics would have evened out. The fact that there also could 

be a relation to essay-topics will be discussed in Section 4.4 “Shortcomings of this study”. 

Another possibility is that close to 15 years have passed since Köhlmyr’s study was published 

and that something has changed in the curriculum of Swedish students that has affected this 

distribution. 

4.1.3 Preposition errors in the corpus study 

Regarding preposition addition errors that are likely to be due to transfer, all 9 cases but one, 

include constructions where there are prepositions in the Swedish equivalents. These 8 

additions can be understood as directly translated constructions. In 7 of these cases, it is the 

preposition for that has been added. See examples (42) and (43) below for examples on 

preposition transfer addition. 

 

(42) [...] a journey I made for just one month ago, [...] // made just one (ULEC_7) 

(Swedish equivalent: gjorde för bara en månad sen) 

(43) For a few days ago i saw, [...] // a few days ago (ULEC_23) (Swedish equivalent: 

För några dagar sedan) 
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All cases of preposition omission transfer correspond to possible constructions with no 

preposition in Swedish. See examples (44) and (45) below. 

 

(44) Summer (X) 2007 I Gone [...] // Summer of 2007 (ULEC_1) (Swedish 

equivalent: Sommaren 2007) 

(45) […] club bogrens (X) the 11 th of June […] // Bogrens on the 11 th of June 

(ULEC_40) (Swedish equivalent: Bogrens den 11:e) 

 

All preposition substitution transfer errors are considered as caused by direct translation, see 

examples (46), (47) and (48) below. Some of these are likely to have been influenced by 

phonological similarities. 

 

(46) We only were in Mallorca in one week, [...] // for one week (ULEC_16) (Swedish 

equivalent: i en vecka) 

(47) [...] meet them on a camping place [...] // them in a camping place (ULEC_13) 

(Swedish equivalent: på en campingplats) 

 (48) [...] save some money to the rest of the trip. // for the rest of the trip 

(ULEC_56) (Swedish equivalent: till resten av resan) 

 

In Table 8 below, all the prepositions found to have been erroneously used are displayed in 

relation to individual preposition and transfer. On is the preposition that stands out the most. 

It is the most frequently used preposition and the relative transfer count is high. The 

preposition for had the highest relative transfer count. Compared to overall word frequency 

in written English, the most common prepositions are (in falling order of frequency) of, in, 

to, for, with, on, at and from (information accessed at wordfrequency.info). Based on these 

numbers, it is not surprising that learners often get these prepositions wrong, which is also 

the case for the participants in the present corpus study. When considering word frequency 

in the corpus texts, on was used 260 times and of 293 times. It thus seems that for the 

participants in the present study, on was more difficult to use correctly than of. It is also 

notable how there were relatively few transfer errors with at. The reasons to why would be 

interesting to investigate. 

 

Table 8. Distribution of preposition errors in relation to individual preposition and transfer 

Prep on in for at of to about up with, from, after 

Count 30 19 13 11 6 8 3 2 1 x 3 

Transfer 21 10 11 2 3 4 0 1 1 (after) 
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In Table 9 below, the results in Table 8 are juxtaposed with Köhlmyr’s results. 

 

Table 9. Distribution of errors in relation to individual prepositions (after and up are not included) 

Lex. prep. Present study Köhlmyr 

 n % n % 

of 6 7 45 9 

in 19 21 114 22 

to 8 9 150 29 

for 13 15 59 11 

with 1 1 16 3 

on 30 34 27 5 

at 11 12 97 19 

from 1 1 8 2 

Total 89 100 516 100 

 

As seen above, the results from the two studies are very similar. There were only two 

prepositions that showed a clear difference in distribution: the present study had many more 

errors involving on and fewer with to. 

 

All the transfer errors that were predicted for prepositions in Section 2.3 generated a 

substantial number of errors. Many addition errors occurred when there was a Swedish 

preposition in the Swedish equivalent situation. The fact that 7 out of 13 cases involved the 

addition of for is interesting. It can suggest that the phonological similarity to the Swedish 

preposition för was a contributing factor. Of a total of 19 preposition omissions, 12 occurred 

when there was no preposition in the Swedish equivalent structure. Out of 63 substitution 

errors, 32 were considered as possibly caused by transfer, as all of them seemed to be direct 

translations from Swedish. Compared to Köhlmyr, the present study had, with the exceptions 

of to and on, a similar distribution when it comes to individual prepositions. Exactly why the 

students in this study had so many errors with on and so few with to is hard to guess. One 

way to go about this will be suggested in Section 4.4 “Shortcomings of this study”. 

4.1.4 Comparison of the results from the corpus study with 

those from Gomes da Torre 

Before discussing the experimental study, where Swedish students are compared to Brazilian 

students, it is useful to relate the results from the corpus study with those of Gomes da Torre 

because he investigated L1 Portuguese students. Gomes da Torre’s term emprego abusivo 
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can be translated into addition, omissão into omission and substituição into substitution. See 

Table 10 and 11 for comparisons between the present study and Gomes da Torre.  

 

Table 10. Comparison of article and preposition errors  

Errors Present study Gomes da Torre 

 n % n % 

Articles 62 39 449 51 

Prepositions 95 61 426 49 

Total 157 100 875 100 

 

Table 11. Comparison of article and preposition addition, omission and substitution errors  

Errors Present study Gomes da Torre 

 n % n % 

Article additions 24 39 270 60 

Article omissions 17 27 152 34 

Article substitutions 21 34 27 6 

Total Articles 62 100 449 100 

 n % n % 

Preposition addition 13 14 43 10 

Preposition omission 19 20 64 15 

Preposition substitution 63 66 319 75 

Total prepositions 95 100 426 100 

 

As seen in Table 10, the relationship between preposition and article errors is quite similar 

between the two studies, even if the Portuguese students produced a more even distribution. 

An explanation to this is perhaps possible to see in Table 11 where we can see how Gomes da 

Torre’s study has a lot of article additions. Gomes da Torre’s study also produced an ample 

quantity of article transfer additions, 245 out of 249 definite article transfer errors were 

additions. This constitutes more than half of all article and preposition transfer errors in his 

study. This may very well be explained by the already mentioned fact that the definite article 

is used much more frequently in Portuguese than in English and Swedish, preceding nouns in 

a generic sense, proper nouns, the equivalent of next and last and the names of streets and 

words for institution (Swan & Smith 2001:123). That the distribution of preposition transfer 

addition, omission and substitution was so similar between the present study and Gomes da 

Torre’s is perhaps surprising since the L1’s are different. On the other hand, it was predicted 

in Section 2.3 that both Portuguese and Swedish students would produce many transfer 
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errors when there was a different meaning in the directly translated construction, or there 

were several options to choose from in the English equivalent. 

4.2 The experimental study 

In this section, the results from the experimental study are discussed and put in relation to 

influence from the first language. In Section 4.2.1 is an introduction to the results. In Section 

4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively, article and preposition errors are discussed. 

4.2.1 Introduction to the results from the experimental study 

Overall, the Swedish students performed much better than the Brazilian students. Out of 636 

total answers, 114 were wrong. The Brazilians provided 870 answers and 588 of them were 

wrong. The Swedish students thus had 82% correct answers and the Brazilians 32%. The 

average error count for the Brazilians was approximately 19,6 while it was 5,2 for the 

Swedish. This had implications on how the results were analysed. The different number of 

participants between the groups was also weighed in. 

4.2.2 Article errors in the experimental study 

Below is a table that displays the results for the sentences that involved article problems. In 

Appendix B is the questionnaire that this analysis is referring to. Correct alternatives are in 

bold font. Baited answer alternatives are shaded and marked with a # if they were baited for 

either group. 
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Table 10. Results with articles from the experimental test  

 

Sentence 

no. 

Swedish group  Brazilian group 

Alternatives  Alternatives 

a b c d  a b c d 

1  21 1   4 18 2 6 

3 4 17    9 6 9 6 

4  21    3 10 9 8# 

8 17 5    8 15 5 2 

11 10# 12    3 18 4 5 

14 # 21 1   4 15 4 7 

15 7 15    5 6 13 6 

19  22    12# 5 10 3 

23  5  17  1 12 12 5 

24 3# 19    3 15 7 5 

26  20 2   11 5 13 1 

28    22  6 13# 5 6 

29 3 19#    3 16 6 5 

 

The following text is to be understood together with Table 1o above and the questionnaire in 

Appendix B. Many results were expected, such as with sentence (8) (The shop is located on 

____ Liverpool Street) that received particularly high scores from both groups. It was baited 

for both groups since the definite article is used with streets in both Portuguese and English. 

Another example was with sentence (11) (In the summer of 2007, I went to ____ USA) that 

received many errors from the Swedish group. This was expected since USA is not used with 

the definite article in Swedish and the sentence was baited for the Swedish group. Sentence 11 

was also the one that had the strongest indication for transfer affecting the Swedish group, 

this since the Brazilians had relatively few errors. There were similar situations that pointed 

strongly to negative transfer from Portuguese in sentences (19) and (28). Other forecasted 

scores that affirmed negative transfer were in sentences (19), (23), (26), (28) and (29). 

 

There were also many unexpected results. An example is the sentence pair in (1) (- What is 

his main occupation? - He is ___ lawyer.) that was baited for both groups but neither 

seemed to struggle with. It involved the indefinite article preceding a predicative noun phrase 

classifying occupation. Sentence (15) (She has worked as _____ carpenter for ten years.) 

was also baited for both groups but generated relatively low numbers with the baited 

alternative. However, it seemed that construction was problematic in ways that was not 

predicted since both group scored high in two of the other error categories. The sentence 
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involved a situation that was supposed to provoke omission of the indefinite article when 

following the word as. That the Swedish group picked the alternative with an, might suggest 

that phonological transfer was at play since the word is resembles the Swedish word en, 

which is possible to use in the equivalent construction in Swedish. The reason why so many 

in the Brazilian group chose the alternative with the definite article has not been possible to 

guess. Sentence (23) (She’s the best mother on _____ earth.) was baited for both groups. It 

produced predicted results as well as unpredicted results, because many in the Brazilian 

group chose an alternative with the indefinite article a. The reason for this may be 

phonological transfer since the definite article preceding earth in Portuguese (terra) is a. 

 

Sentence (14) (They saw a man with _____ hammer.) is a construction that was supposed 

to provoke errors with the Swedish group, because in Swedish the indefinite article can often 

be left out after words like with and without when preceding nouns. It was not confirmed 

because no such errors were made by the Swedish group. Sentence (24) (I lived with _____ 

German family.) addressed the Swedish group and the fact that there is a phonological 

similarity between the words an and en. However, the score was low. 

 

Another example is Sentence (4) (Do you take _____ Anna seriously?). It was baited for the 

Brazilians because proper nouns are often preceded by the definite article, but only generated 

a low relative score with the Brazilians. Sentence (3) (The high price of _____ oil makes 

petrol expensive.) was baited for the Brazilian group, but did not generate a substantial 

number of errors with the Brazilians. The sentence included a situation that involved a 

generically referenced noun. 

 

In conclusion, it seemed that the comparison of the answers revealed some interesting 

aspects of errors with articles. As was mentioned in Section 2.2.3 where the CIA model was 

discussed, the contrastive approach seemed capable of revealing dimensions that would be 

difficult to reveal with for instance a single-language corpus analysis. One such dimension 

was that the degree of transfer influence seemed to become visible in the sentences where 

there was a considerable variation in the results between the groups. As was predicted from 

the results of previous research (Köhlmyr 2003:54), Gomes da Torre 1985:272), situations 

with generic noun phrases generated a substantial quantity of definite article errors. 

However, some situations appeared less difficult. This notion is interesting since it suggests 

that article errors involving generic noun phrases best are understood with a more nuanced 

approach. The test also seemed to be able to reveal some phonological similarities that were 

influential in creating errors. 
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4.2.3 Preposition errors in the experiental study 

Table 11 below displays the results for the sentences that involved preposition problems. 

Correct alternatives are in bold font. Baited alternatives are shaded. Results baited for each 

group are marked with #. Preposition errors will be discussed in the same manner as the 

article errors above, and is to be understood together with Table 11 below and the 

questionnaire in Appendix B. 

 

Table 11. Results with prepositions from the experimental test 

 

Sentence 

no. 

Swedish group  Brazilian group 

Alternatives  Alternatives 

a b c d  a b c d 

2 2  20    13 9 8 

5 6#  15 1  3 6 10 11 

6  6  16  15 8 5 2 

7 21 1    4 15 8 3 

9 1#  21   8 7 13 2 

10  22    3 17 5# 5# 

12 3# 19    9 8 9 4 

13   22   # 16# 14  

16 17 3# 2   2 17 8 3 

17 1 14  7  5 3 19 3 

18 21 1    5 19# 4 2 

21 6# 16    3 17 5 5 

22   22   6 5 17 2 

25  22    1 13 11 5# 

27 18 3 1   1 16 6 7 

30  22    7# 4 13# 6 

 

There were several results that could have been expected from previous research. For 

instance, in Sentence (5) (We went ____ train to Oslo.) was baited for the Swedish group 

because a direct translation from Swedish would be with train. This confirms what Köhlmyr 

(2003:251) concluded in her study when she claimed that errors often occur because the 

closest semantic equivalent is erroneously chosen. Another predicted result was with 

sentence (6). It was baited for both groups since into together with the verb transform has no 

separate equivalent in neither Portuguese nor Swedish. Others were with sentences (7), (13), 

(18), (21), (27) and (30). There was very strong indication of negative transfer in sentence 
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(27) (We will travel the whole ______ Europe.) because the Brazilians had relatively few 

total errors compared to the Swedes. It was baited for the Swedish group since the equivalent 

expression does not take preposition in Swedish. Similarly, the answer distribution to 

sentences (18) (Where did you stay _____ last Christmas?) and (30) (Why would you give 

____ him money.) suggested strong influence from Portuguese. Sentence number (18) was 

baited for the Brazilian group since the Portuguese equivalent to last takes the definite 

article. Sentence number (30) was baited for the Brazilian group because the equivalent 

passive construction in Portuguese could take a or para, and both words can translate into 

for or to. However, from Gomes da Torres (1985:299) results, it could have been expected 

that to would have been chosen more than for, which was not the case. 

 

There were also many unexpected results. For instance, sentence (2) (I want to go ____ a 

concert to see Ed Sheeran.) was baited for both groups but only the Brazilians produced a 

relatively high number of errors. The baited situation for the Swedish group was that they 

would directly translate and choose the preposition on. For the Brazilian group, the fact that 

the prepositions a and para can be translated into several in English was supposed to 

generate errors. Both groups were expected to struggle with sentence (17) (I was looking 

forward _______ the weekend.) that projected confusion between towards and against. 

Neither the Brazilians nor the Swedes did. 

 

The fact that the Swedish preposition för often precedes some expressions in the past was 

what made sentence (16) (It was ______ many years ago.) baited for the Swedish group 

(an error that occurred several times in the corpus study). However, the error count was low 

for this sentence. Another surprising result was that the many Brazilians choose the 

alternative on in sentence (5) (We went ____ train to Oslo.) that was baited for the Swedish 

group. This may be because many equivalent expressions in Portuguese take the preposition 

de, but it cannot be translated into on. That error is probably due to overgeneralisation and 

thus intralingual (as discussed in Section 3.2.2). The reason why so many Brazilians chose 

the preposition in as answer to sentence (17) (I was looking forward _______ the 

weekend.) that also was baited for the Swedish group is hard to guess. 

 

Sentence (10) (He will go ____ China.) was baited for the Brazilians. They were expected to 

choose the prepositions for and until more than they did. Sentence (12) (_______ his whole 

life, Luke had wondered who was his father.) was baited for the Swedish group since the 

word under was assumed to create many direct translation errors, but the Swedish group did 

not make many errors with this sentence. The Brazilian group was anticipated to have many 

errors with sentence (25) (I will go ______ the shopping mall to buy shoes.), but the 
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situation that was baited for preposition confusion did not seem to pose any greater problems 

although many students chose the alternative with under. 

 

In conclusion, we can see that just like with article errors, the comparison of results revealed 

interesting aspects that in part seems to contradict what previous research has suggested. For 

instance, even if many preposition addition errors were made with a question also baited for 

preposition addition, it was not the predicted preposition that was chosen, as is the case with 

sentence (5). In this way, we can see how the method seemed capable of separating 

intralingual errors from transfer errors. 

4.3 Shortcomings of this study 

4.3.1 The corpus study 

There was a relatively low count of transfer errors in some error categories. This is especially 

the case with indefinite article addition, omission and substitution. Nonetheless, the fact that 

the results correlate quite well with previous research suggests that it at least is a good 

indication of what could have been found had more data been included. 

 

Another general shortcoming of this study is the fact that this analysis does not account for 

frequency of the situation that the error occurs in. For instance, the reason why there are 

more errors with the definite article than with the indefinite article is of course also related to 

the fact that in English, the definite article is in much more frequent use than the indefinite 

article. A study like this can only discuss the actual errors that appear. However, if the errors 

were put in relation to how frequently the situation appears, several interesting aspects could 

be revealed. 

 

In Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 it was mentioned how the deviation in errors distribution with the 

definite article and over and under representation of certain prepositions could have been 

related to topic, and that the distribution of prepositions can be explained by aspects that 

were not investigated in this study. Marcus Callies (2013:362-363) has done research on 

lexico-grammatical variation in SLA and found that the nature of the topic influences the 

structure of the text. Perhaps prepositions of location and time are more used when the 

essay-topic is “What I will do this summer” than when it is “My favourite animal”. To use this 

more holistic approach might be a useful way to include these aspects in a study of transfer. 

Since none of the results from the error analyses discussed in this paper included this aspect, 

this dimension was lost. 
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4.3.2 The experimental study 

Just as is the case with the corpus study, the relatively low count of transfer errors generated 

by the present study is something that affects generalisability considerably. 

 

The test was carried out without mishaps although some disadvantages of the choices made 

when the test was constructed became evident when the results of the test had been received. 

One was that correct answers were not properly spread out between the alternatives a), b), c) 

and d) so that there was an over-representation of correct answer alternative b) and an 

under-representation of answer alternative d). This was only discovered after the answers 

had been received. This oversight does not seem to have affected the participants to any 

greater extent since the Brazilians, who erred frequently, spread their errors over all 

alternatives. One sentence (number 20) was excluded from the results when it as discovered 

it did not measure transfer. There was also a minor error, namely that sentence 16 had two 

correct answers. Both answers were treated as correct. 

 

The students filled in the forms correctly, the only small deviation was that one student in the 

Swedish group failed to answer two sentences. 

5. Conclusion 

This study consisted of two parts. The first part investigated what kinds of article and 

preposition errors can be found in L1 Swedish students’ written production of English and to 

what extent these errors can be explained by possible negative transfer from the first 

language. The second part investigated what further evidence of transfer could come to light 

in an experimental test with students with two different L1s. The first part was performed on 

80 essays from the ULEC corpus. The second included an experimental multiple-choice test 

that was distributed to students in Brazil and Sweden. 

 

By and large, the results correlate quite well with what previous research has shown. For 

instance, there were more errors with the definite article than with the indefinite article. This 

is not surprising when the general word frequency in written English was considered. The 

results also showed that the students whose writing is included in the present study made 

mistakes that could be expected based on the grammatical differences that were discussed in 

Section 2.3.1. One such example is usage of the definite article with uncountable and plural 

noun phrases in a generic sense, which as predicted generated many addition errors. As was 

predicted regarding preposition errors, substitution was the most common error. 
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Prepositions seem to be a difficult part of the English language (and many other languages) 

to learn, because the meaning of the prepositions used in different situations vary between 

languages. This difference in meaning is very likely the reason to why preposition 

substitution errors are so common. 

 

Previous research has suggested that transfer from students’ L1 is generates a considerable 

amount of errors. This seems to have been confirmed in the investigation of the L1 Swedish 

students’ production. Out of all article and preposition errors, more than half (56%) can be 

considered to have been caused by negative transfer from Swedish. Definite article usage with 

generic noun phrases seemed to generate a substantial quantity of transfer errors. Regarding 

prepositions, negative transfer was judged to have been caused by direct translations (which 

caused substitution errors), translation of constructions (which caused addition and omission 

errors) and, to a certain degree, phonological transfer. 

 

The results from the experimental test were interesting. By comparing the answers from the 

two groups with different L1s, it seemed that certain errors due to negative transfer were 

possible to predict, while other errors were not. Even if many article errors occurred with 

noun phrases with generic reference, it also became clear that some of those situations 

generated relatively few errors. There were also situations where phonological similarities 

emerged as likely to have caused errors. The situation with on in sentence (5) seemed to 

reveal an error caused by overgeneralisation and thus was intralingual. In this manner, it 

seems that the comparison of the results in the experimental test revealed nuances of transfer 

that the corpus study could not. 

 

The research presented in this paper produced some unexpected results, especially in the 

experimental test, like how the Swedish students did not add the preposition för in Sentence 

(16). However, due to the limited size of this study, the results from it cannot be treated as 

conclusive evidence. Nevertheless, it can serve as indication to tendencies that deserve to be 

studied more thoroughly. A future study could build on these findings. It could perhaps be a 

comparative corpus error analysis between L1 Swedish and L1 Portuguese learners of 

English. It would also be good if it included a dimension which related the errors to how 

frequent the situations that involved the errors occurred in the texts. For instance, if there are 

many errors with the preposition for it could simply be because it is often used in the texts. In 

order to better understand in what ways learning a second language is affected by the first 

language, more research is needed. Such studies would be instrumental for creating a more 

solid foundation for the didactic methods used in teaching. 
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Appendix A: List of identified errors from the corpus study 

Legend: Prep Art = Preposition (P) or article (A) error :: Art type = Definite (D) or indefinite (I) article :: Err. type = Addition (A), omission (O) or substitution 

(S) :: Neg. Tr. = Negative transfer :: ARNGUP = Article error together with uncountable or plural noun phrase in a generic sense :: Prep Swe = Preposition in 

Swedish when addition :: No prep Swe = No preposition in Swedish when omission :: Prep = Preposition item 

Text 

no. 

Err. 

no. 

Text Id Token Corrected token Prep 

Art 

Art 

type 

Err. 

type 

Neg. 

tr. 

Swedish 

equivalent 

ARNGUP Prep 

Swe 

No prep 

Swe 

Prep 

1 1.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 (X X) Summer 2007 I Gone to USA […] In the summer P 
 

O yes Sommaren 
  

yes for 

1 1.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 (X X) Summer 2007 I Gone to USA […] In the summer A D O yes Sommaren no 
   

1 1.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 Summer (X) 2007 I Gone to USA […] summer of 2007 P 
 

O yes Sommaren 2007 
  

yes of 

1 1.4 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 Gone to (X) USA to see […] to the USA A D O yes till USA no 
   

1 1.5 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 […] but i had to take (the) flight to 

Philadelphia so I can change flight to New 

york […] 

take a flight A D S yes ta planet till / ta 

ett plan till 

no 
   

1 1.6 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 […] to (X) USA were everybody […] to the USA A D O yes till USA no 
   

1 1.7 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 […] he took me out to eat in (the) 

restaurant near his hause […]3 

in a restaurant A D S yes på restaurangen no 
   

1 1.8 Hs_9_x_ABerg_1 […] I took (an) big cheese and stake 

sandwich […] 

I took a big cheese and 

stake sandwich 

A I S no 
 

no 
   

2 2.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_2 We walked (in) a couple of minutes and 

then we were in the "city". 

walked for a P 
 

S yes gick i 
   

in 

2 2.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_2 […] resturang that we had eat (on) the last 

time […] 

we had eat in the last 

time 

P 
 

S yes ätit på 
   

on 

                                                        
 

3 It was assumed there were more than one restaurant close to the house, so it was considered an error. 
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2 2.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_2 […] went (on) a dolphin show […] went to a dolphine 

show 

P 
 

S yes gick på en 

delfinshow 

   
on 

2 2.4 Hs_9_x_ABerg_2 (On) one day me and my mum […] One day P 
 

A no 
  

no 
 

on 

3 3.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_3 We went (with) bus […] went by bus P 
 

S no 
    

with 

3 3.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_3 […] on the bus and eagt (on) Mc-donalds. ate at McDonald's P 
 

S yes åt på McDonalds 
   

on 

3 3.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_3 It was so mutch people there, (X) all over 

the world. 

there from all over P 
 

O no 
   

no from 

3 3.4 Hs_9_x_ABerg_3 (X) 2009 im going to Taizé againg.[…] In 2009 P 
 

O yes 2009 
  

yes in 

4 4.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_4 I woked up (a) day I woke up one day A I S no 
 

no 
   

4 4.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_4 (X) 2052 this device was not a secret […] In 2052 P 
 

O yes 2052 
  

yes in 

4 4.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_4 To day (of) world travels is normal people 

go to work to another planet just like 100 

years ago […] 

Today world travel P 
 

A no 
  

no 
 

of 

6 6.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_6 […] when I go too turkie (for) two years 

agove. 

Turkey two years ago P 
 

A yes för två år sedan 
 

yes 
 

for 

7 7.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_7 […] a journey I made (for) just one month 

ago, […] 

a journey I made just 

one month ago 

P 
 

A yes för bara en månad 

sen 

 
yes 

 
for 

7 7.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_7 except the weather (at) the first days except the weather 

during the first days 

P 
 

S no 
    

at 

8 8.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_8 […] changed house with (an) canadien 

family, […] 

with a Canadian A I S yes med en 

kanadensisk 

no 
   

10 10.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_10 […] from my bed and look (after) what it 

was, […] 

look for what it was P 
 

S yes se efter vad det 

var 

   
after 

10 10.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_10 […] and shopped (X) som new clothes. shopped for some new P 
 

O yes Köpte/shoppade 

lite nya kläder 

  
yes for 

11 11.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_11 […] man that went (up) to the space, […] went to space P 
 

A yes upp till rymden 
 

yes 
 

up 

11 11.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_11 […] man that went up to (the) space, […] went to space A D A yes upp till rymden yes 
   

11 11.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_11 […] lot about how (the) space works, […] how space works A D A yes hur rymden  yes 
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12 12.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_12 […] walking tour (on) the mountains. in the mountains P 
 

S no 
    

on 

12 12.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_12 […] tarted to laugh (to) a guy […] laugh at a guy P 
 

S no 
    

to 

13 13.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_13 i want to go to (the) space. go to space A D A yes åka till rymden yes 
   

13 13.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_13 when i'm in (the) space I want to go on 

the moone […] 

in space A D A yes i rymden yes 
   

13 13.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_13 […] wanna travel too (the) space […] to space A D A yes till rymden yes 
   

13 13.4 Hs_9_x_ABerg_13 […] could travel to (the) space. to space A D A yes till rymden yes 
   

13 13.5 Hs_9_x_ABerg_13 wi meet them (on) a camping place […] in a camping place P 
 

S yes på en 

campingplats 

   
on 

14 14.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_14 […] were in Brasil (for) many years ago, 

[…] 

in Brazil many years ago P 
 

A yes för många år 

sedan 

 
yes 

 
for 

14 14.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_14 (At) the journey we had a really great trip 

[…] 

On the journey P 
 

S no 
    

at 

14 14.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_14 (The) awful thing that happended was 

that one day […]4 

An awful thing that 

happened was that 

A D S no 
 

no 
   

14 14.4 Hs_9_x_ABerg_14 […] I had someting (at) my arm. on my arm P 
 

S no 
    

at 

14 14.5 Hs_9_x_ABerg_14 […] as we did a lot (X) that time of my live 

[…] 

a lot at that time P 
 

O yes mycket den tiden 
  

yes at 

15 15.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_15 We where there (in) 5 days […]5 for 5 days P 
 

S yes i 5 dagar 
   

in 

15 15.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_15 […] we visited (X) Coliseum, […] visted the Colosseum A D O yes besökte 

Colosseum 

no 
   

15 15.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_15 We had to take (X) bus every day […] take a bus A I O yes ta bussen no 
   

15 15.4 Hs_9_x_ABerg_15 […] so we had to take (a) Metro all the 

time. 

take the Metro A I S yes ta en tunnelbana no 
   

                                                        
 

4 It was considered an error since there are more bad things described in the text (he almost drowned). 
5 This is referring to the duration of a stay, hence it is an error. 
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16 16.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_16 We arrived (to) Mallorca […] arrived at/in/on 

Mallorca 

P 
 

S yes kom till Mallorca 
   

to 

16 16.2 Hs_9_x_ABerg_16 We only were in Mallorca (in) one week, 

[…] 

for one week P 
 

S yes i en vecka 
   

in 

17 17.1 Hs_9_x_ABerg_17 Last year, (X) 2007, me and my family was 

on a trip to Denmark, Germany, Chezc 

republic and Austria. 

in 2007 P 
 

O yes Förra året, 2007 
  

yes in 

17 17.3 Hs_9_x_ABerg_17 […] birthday was (at) one of the days […] on one of the days P 
 

S no 
    

at 

19 19.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_2 

Then I heard footsteps (in) coming up […] footsteps coming up P 
 

A yes fotsteg som kom 

upp 

 
no 

 
in 

19 19.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_2 

[…] who is hanted (of) a evil sprirt. haunted by an evil P 
 

S yes av en ond ande 
   

of 

19 19.3 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_2 

[…] who is hanted of (a) evil sprirt. haunted by an evil A I S no 
 

no 
   

20 20.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_3 

Another strange things happened (X) 

same day. 

happened the same day A D O yes hände samma dag no 
   

23 23.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_6 

(For) a few days ago i saw […] A few days ago P 
 

A yes För några dagar 

sedan 

 
yes 

 
for 

23 23.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_6 

[…] they are here on (the) earth […] here on earth A D A yes på jorden yes 
   

23 23.3 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_6 

[…] have seen a ghost (on) a funeral. have seen a ghost at a 

furneral 

P 
 

S yes på en begravning 
   

on 

23 23.4 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_6 

(For) a couple of weeks ago […] A couple of weeks ago P 
 

A yes För några veckor 

sedan 

 
yes 

 
for 

23 23.5 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_6 

When he come home from the school one 

day, a big, big speakloader had move.6 

from school one day A D A yes från skolan yes 
   

                                                        
 

6 It is not referring to a specific school since it has not previously been mentioned in the text. 
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23 23.6 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_6 

But some day it law (on) the normal place. it lay in its normal place P 
 

S yes låg på sin vanliga 

plats 

   
on 

24 24.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_7 

But i allsow belive in in a heaven and hell. in heaven and hell A I A no 
 

yes 
   

24 24.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_7 

Aliens i think att 100 % (on). think (believe) at 100% 

in 

P 
 

S yes tror jag 100% på 
   

on 

25 25.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_8 

Maybe (the) ghost's is like animals […] Maybe ghosts are like A D A yes Kanske spökena 

är som 

yes 
   

25 25.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_8 

[…] like animals (in) some kind, […] like animals of some 

kind 

P 
 

S no 
    

in 

26 26.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_9 

It would be starnge if (the) life just ends 

when you die […] 

 strange if life just A D A yes konstigt om livet yes 
   

26 26.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_9 

[…] ghost tapes (in) the internet […] ghost tapes on the 

internet 

P 
 

S no 
    

in 

26 26.3 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_9 

[…] can be like (an) bacteria […] can be like a bacteria A I S yes som en bakterie yes 
   

26 26.4 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_9 

[…] want to belive (on) something else. want to belive in 

something 

P 
 

S yes tro på något 
   

on 

27 27.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_10 

Everyone can get (a) end at this can get an end to this A I S no 
 

no 
   

27 27.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_10 

[…] can get a end (at) this. can get an end to this P 
 

S no 
    

at 

28 28.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_11 

[…] fascinated (to) the unknown […] fascinated by the 

unknown 

P 
 

S no 
    

to 

29 29.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_12 

[…] a friend of mine was alone (X) home 

[…] 

was alone at home P 
 

O yes ensam hemma 
  

yes at 

29 29.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_12 

[…] afraid (about) the unknown, […] afraid of the unknown P 
 

S no 
    

about 

29 29.3 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_12 

 […] are so facinated (about) it. fascinated by it P 
 

S no 
    

about 
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30 30.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_13 

[…] like (a) unknown power […] like an unknown power A I S no 
 

no 
   

30 30.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_13 

Im just (the) human, […] I'm just a human A D S no 
 

no 
   

31 31.1 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_14 

They can pray (for) their God […] can pary to their God P 
 

S no 
    

for 

31 31.2 Hs_9_x_Karin-

Nystrom_14 

[…] know the answers (of) and […] know the answers to 

and 

P 
 

S no 
    

of 

32 32.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_1 My summerjob is (on) kaffestugan […] My summerjob is in 

kaffestugan 

P 
 

S yes på kaffestugan 
   

on 

32 32.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_1 […] everyone is doing in (X) summertimes 

[…] 

doing in the 

summertime 

A D O yes i sommartider no 
   

32 32.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_1 […] small islands (in) the lake Vänern […] small islands on the lake 

Vänern 

P 
 

S yes öar i Vänern 
   

in 

32 32.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_1 […] offer any minute to think about (the) 

school.7 

think about school A D A yes tänka på skolan yes 
   

32 32.5 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_1 […] and go (on) a festival up there. go to a festival up there P 
 

S yes gå på en festival 
   

on 

33 33.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_2 […] summer so I can get (X) suntane. get a suntan A I O no 
 

no 
   

33 33.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_2 […] like (the) last year. like last year A D A yes förra året no 
   

33 33.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_2 […] and (the) last year were me and my 

[…]8 

and last year A D A yes förra året no 
   

33 33.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_2 […] me and my footballs team (on) Gothia 

cup. 

team in/at Gothia Cup P 
 

S no 
    

on 

33 33.5 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_2 One week (on) Gothia cup […] week at Gothia Cup P 
 

S no 
    

on 

                                                        
 

7 No specific school was previously mentioned in the text 
8 Is referring to something that is finished and took place the previous year. 
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34 34.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 I play alot  (of) computer  whit my friends 

[…] 

a lot on the computer P 
 

S no 
    

of 

34 34.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 I play alot of (X) computer whit my friends 

[…] 

a lot on the computer A 
 

O no 
 

no 
   

34 34.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 […] weeks playing (X) the computer […] playing on the computer P 
 

O no 
   

no on 

34 34.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 […] whould be sleeping (X) over the 

mornings […] 

whould be sleeping in 

over the mornings 

P 
 

O no 
   

no in 

34 34.5 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 […] and play (X) the computer […] an play on the computer P 
 

O no 
   

no on 

34 34.6 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 […] whit my friends (on) my yard […] in my yard P 
 

S yes på min gård 
   

on 

34 34.7 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 […] and play (X) a leauge called […] play in a league P 
 

O no 
   

no in 

34 34.8 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 When i play (X) the computer […] I play on the computer P 
 

O no 
   

no on 

34 34.9 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_3 […] to go to (the) chef school, […] to go to a chef's 

(culinary) school 

A D S no 
 

no 
   

36 36.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_5 […] I would like (the) school to end […] like school to end A D A yes skolan yes 
   

36 36.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_5 […] to end (up) a bit earlier, […] to end a bit earlyer P 
 

A no 
  

no 
 

up 

37 37.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_6 […] prepering to get stronger and better 

(in) hockey. 

prepering to get 

stronger and better at 

hockey 

P 
 

S no 
    

in 

37 37.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_6 So that is (an) another reason […] So that is another 

reason 

A I A yes är ett annat skäl no 
   

38 38.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_7 I will work (in) summer, I don't know how 

much […] 

I will work during/(this) 

summer 

P 
 

S yes arbeta i sommar 
   

in 

39 39.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_8 […] spent (the) most of the time […] spend most of the time A D A yes den mesta delen 

av tiden 

yes 
   

39 39.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_8 […] sit at (a) opened fire outside […] sit at an open fire A I S no 
 

no 
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39 39.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_8 […] family is going to spent our daytime in 

(the) boat.9 

our daytime in our boat A D S yes i båten no 
   

39 39.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_8 […] I would say (at) wintertime. in the wintertime P 
 

S no 
  

yes 
 

at 

40 40.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_9 […] ride a watermobile and have a lot of 

fun with my brothers.10 

ride water mobile A I A no 
 

yes 
   

40 40.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_9 I have planed that i will go out with my 

friends (at) parties, […] 

friends to parties P 
 

S no 
    

at 

40 40.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_9 […] club bogrens (X) the 11 th of June […] Bogrens on the 11th P 
 

O yes Bogrens den 11:e 
  

yes on 

40 40.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_9 (For) like 3 month, i started to talk to a girl 

in Göteborg, […] 

(X)/About 3 months 

(ago) 

P 
 

S yes För tre månader 

sedan 

   
for 

41 41.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_10 […] I would rather have it (X) 6 june. have it the on 6 June 

(June 6) 

P 
 

O yes den 6:e juni 
  

yes on 

43 43.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_12 I want to go (at) a festival […] I want to go to a festival P 
 

S no 
    

at 

43 43.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_12 I want to go (at) Metaltown […] I want to go to Metal 

town 

P 
 

S no 
    

at 

43 43.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_13 I don´t want to be home all the summer, 

that´s not fun. 

be home all summer A D A yes hela sommaren no 
   

43 43.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_13 […] go (on) Liseberg, […] go to Liseberg P 
 

S yes gå på Liseberg 
   

on 

44 44.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_14 If I had all (X) money I could […] all the money I could A D O yes alla pengar no 
   

44 44.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_14 My perfect holiday If I had all money I 

could wish (X), […] 

money I could wish for, P 
 

O yes jag kunde önska 
  

yes for 

44 44.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_14 […]an open car around (X) whole (X) 

europe, […] 

car around the whole 

europe 

A D O yes runt hela europa no 
   

44 44.4 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_14 […] open car around (X) whole (X) europe, 

[…] 

whole of europe P 
 

O yes runt hela europa 
  

yes of 

                                                        
 

9 No boat has previously been mentioned in the text. 
10 It is assumed it is not referring to a specific watermobile. 
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44 44.5 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_14 […] make the summer of 2008 (to) a […] of 2008 into a P 
 

S yes 2008 till en 
   

to 

45 45.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_15 […] a summer work, (on) turist center […] work in/at a tourist 

center 

P 
 

S yes arbeta på 
   

on 

45 45.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_15 […] a summer work, on (X) turist center 

[…] 

work in a tourist center A I O no 
 

no 
   

45 45.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_15 […] go and by (a) ice-cream, […] an icecream A I S no 
 

no 
   

46 46.1 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_16 […] i always had been intresting (about) 

culture […] 

interested in culture P 
 

S no 
    

about 

46 46.2 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_16 […] can compeet (to) a real summer in 

Sweden. 

compete with P 
 

S no 
    

to 

46 46.3 Hs_9_x_Sara_G_16 But (in) this summer i am going work […] But this summer P 
 

A no 
  

no 
 

in 

49 49.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_1 The best city I've been (on) is New York, 

[…] 

been to is New York P 
 

S no 
    

on 

50 50.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_2 […] many places to be (on) your free time. to be in your free time P 
 

S yes på din fritid 
   

on 

50 50.3 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_2 In the heart (on) the city is the town hall 

[…] 

In the heart of the city is 

the town hall 

P 
 

S no 
    

on 

51 51.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_3 […] hoping to win (on) a lottery […] to win in a lottery P 
 

S yes vinna på ett 

lotteri 

   
on 

51 51.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_3 […] time to think (on) my city. time to think about my 

city 

P 
 

S yes tänka på min stad 
   

on 

52 52.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_4 […] only 20 minutes (for) the capital […] 20 minutes from the 

capital 

P 
 

S no 
    

for 

52 52.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_4 […] because of all (X) noices outside. all the noices A D O yes allt oljud no 
   

52 52.3 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_4 […] a place thats called (the) Eurostop […] called Eurostop A D A no 
 

no 
   

53 53.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_5 The best city i've been (in) is Stockholm. been to is Stockholm P 
 

S yes varit i är 

Stockholm 

   
in 

54 54.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_6 […] all (X) fun stuff […] all the fun stuff A D O yes alla roliga saker no 
   

54 54.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_6 […] in all (X) citys in the world […] in all the citys in the A D O yes i alla städer no 
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55 55.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_7 […] and have (a) very nice gold and soft 

sand […] 

have very nice gold A I A no 
 

yes 
   

55 55.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_7 […] a lot of nice cars are driving out and 

(in) the city. 

out and into the city P 
 

S no 
    

in 

56 56.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_8 […] been in colorado (for) about 5 years 

ago, […] 

been in Colorado about 

5 

P 
 

A yes för 5 år sedan 
 

yes 
 

for 

56 56.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_8 […] save some money (to) the rest of the 

trip. 

some money for the 

rest 

P 
 

S yes till resten av resan 
   

to 

57 57.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_9 […] shopping it transforms (to) a mall, […] transforms into a mall P 
 

S no 
    

to 

57 57.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_9 The city is good (on) that way […] in that way P 
 

S yes på det sättet 
   

on 

57 57.3 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_9 […] you have (the) big blue ocean […]11 have a big blue ocean A D S no 
 

no 
   

57 57.4 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_9 […] you have (the) skimountain. have a ski mountain A D S no 
 

no 
   

58 58.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_10 (A) evil man […] An evil man A I S no 
 

no 
   

59 59.1 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_11 […] to eat (on) resturants. to eat in resturants P 
 

S yes äta på 

restauranger 

   
on 

59 59.2 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_11 […] delisious food (to) good prices. food at good prices P 
 

S yes till bra priser 
   

to 

59 59.4 Hs_9_x_EliSundin_11 […] everyone can afford to eat (on) 

resturants. 

afford to eat in 

restaurants 

P 
 

S yes äta på restaurang 
   

on 

60 60.1 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_1 […] that they are (in) real. are for real P 
 

S no 
    

in 

60 60.2 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_1 […] wonder if they not are (in) real 

anyway? 

are for real P 
 

S no 
    

in 

61 61.1 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_2 […] so they act like (the) ghost would 

kill/hurt them, […]12 

act like ghosts A D A no 
 

yes 
   

                                                        
 

11 Is not referring to a specific ocean in this context. 
12 Talks about ghosts in a generic sense. Ie. it is not a narrative. 
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61 61.2 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_2 […] they act like (the) ghosts were a bad 

thing.13 

act like ghosts A D A no 
 

yes 
   

61 61.3 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_2 The rumors about that (the) ghost look 

like white curtains […]14 

The rumors about that 

ghost look like white 

curtains 

A D A no 
 

yes 
   

65 65.1 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_6 […] before I decide if I like (X) shirt or not. I like a shirt or not A I O no 
 

no 
   

67 67.1 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_8 (X) Bunch of stuff have happened […] A bunch of stuff A I O yes Mycket saker har 

hänt 

no 
   

75 75.1 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_14 […] ghost would be (a) spirit of a person, 

[…] 

be the spirit of a person A I S no 
 

no 
   

78 78.1 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_14 All of (the) sudden All of a sudden, […] A D S no 
 

no 
   

80 80.3 Hs_9_x_LStromblad_19 I watched "The Ring" (for) about two 

years ago, […] 

I watched "The Ring" 

about two years ago 

P 
 

A yes för omkring två år 

sedan 

 
yes 

 
for 

                                                        
 

13 See footnote 13. 
14 See footnote 14. 
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Appendix B: The multiple-choice test 

 

English Usage 

 

Ålder: _____                  Antal år studerat engelska i skola: _________ 

Kön:   _____      Förstaspråk: ________________________ 

Datum: ___________ Stad: ________________________ 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

For all questions, please choose one of the alternatives to fill in the blank. Circle the answer 

you think is correct. 

Example: 

Who believes in ____ Santa Claus these days? 

 a) leave blank b) the 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1) -  What is his main occupation? 
- He is ___ lawyer. 

 

a) leave blank  b) a c) an d) the 

 

2) I want to go ____ a concert to see Ed Sheeran. 

 

a) on b) in c) to d) for 

 

 

3) The high price of _____ oil makes petrol expensive. 

 

a) the b) leave blank  c) a d) an  

 

 

 

 

4) Do you take _____ Anna seriously? 
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a) a b) leave blank  c) an d) the 

 

 

5) We went ____ train to Oslo. 

 

a) with b) in c) by d) on 

 

 

6) He transformed himself ____ a werewolf. 

 

a) in b) to c) leave blank  d) into 

 

 

 

7) She is known _____ the Queen of Pop.  

 

a) as b) like c) in d) leave blank 

 

 

8) The shop is located on ____ Liverpool Street. 

 

a) leave blank  b) the c) an d) then 

 

 

9) The house burned _____ in just one hour. 

 

a) up b) leave blank  c) downd) for 

 

 

10) He will go ____ China. 

 

a) leave blank  b) to c) for d) until 

 

 

11) In the summer of 2007, I went to ____ USA. 

 

a) leave blank  b) the c) a d) an 

 

 

12) _______ his whole life, Luke had wondered who was his father. 
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a) Under b) During c) Up d) Over 

 

 

13) They went _____ the waterfront to look for shells. 

 

a) until b) for c) to d) leave blank 

 

 

14) They saw a man with _____ hammer. 

 

a) leave blank  b) a c) an d) these 

 

 

15) She has worked as _____ carpenter for ten years. 

 

a) an b) a c) the d) leave blank  

 

 

16) It was ______ many years ago. 

 

a) leave blank  b) for c) over d) under 

 

 

17) I was looking forward _______ the weekend. 

 

a) against b) towards c) in d) for 

 

 

18) Where did you stay _____ last Christmas? 

 

a) leave blank  b) the c) a d) an 

 

 

19) In ______ Rio de Janeiro, Samba is everywhere. 

 

a) the b) leave blank  c) a d) an 

 

 

20) That is ______ European horse. 
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a) a b) an c) leave blank  d) in 

 

21) We slept ______ a camping place. 

 

a) on b) in c) leave blank  d) for 

 

 

22) I will see you _____ dinner. 

 

a) in b) leave blank  c) at d) inside 

 

 

23) She’s the best mother on _____ earth. 

 

a) an b) the c) a b) leave blank 

 

 

24) I lived with _____ German family. 

 

a) an  b) a c) leave blank  d) for 

 

 

25) I will go ______ the shopping mall to buy shoes. 

 

a) leave blank  b) to c) under d) in 

 

 

26) It would be strange if ______ life just ended. 

 

a) an b) leave blank  c) the d) as 

 

 

27) We will travel the whole ______ Europe. 

 

a) leave blank  b) of c) in d) at 

 

 

28) Go to _____ hell! 

 

a) a b) the c) an d) leave blank 
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29) Because of high taxes, all _____ dairy products were expensive in Norway. 

 

a) leave blank  b) the c) a d) an 

 

 

30) Why would you give ____ him money. 

 

a) to  b) leave blank  c) for d) at 
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Appendix C: Form of consent for the Swedish 

students 

 

Godkännande av provdeltagande 

 

Som deltagare i detta test godkänner jag att resultat för detta prov 

kommer att ingå i en kandidatuppsats på Karlstads Universitet. Syftet 

med frågorna är att mäta deltagarnas kunskaper i engelska och hur dessa 

kan påverkas av eventuellt inflytande från förstaspråket. 

Deltagande är frivilligt och kan avslutas när som helst under insamlingen 

av data och utan påverkan för eventuella betyg. 

Uppgifterna är skyddade och resultaten kommer enbart att publiceras i 

anonym och (oftast) sammanställd form. Därför kommer ej individuella 

provresultat att kunna erhållas av deltagarna. 

 

Tack för ditt deltagande! 

 

Håkan Almerfors 

Kandidatstudent på Karlstads Universitet 

 

Stockholm 2017-11-21 
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Appendix D: Form of consent for the Brazilian 

students 

 

TERMO DE CONSENTIMENTO 

 

Declaro concordar em participar do teste para mensurar a habilidade na Língua 

Inglesa, bem como a influência da Língua Nativa em seu desempenho. Não receberei 

qualquer incentivo financeiro e não terei qualquer ônus. Fui informado (a) e aprovo 

que os resultados farão parte de uma monografia da Universidade do Karlstad 

(Suécia). Minha colaboração será anônima, responderei de forma objetiva ao 

questionário e os resultados somente serão publicadas de forma anônima e sumária.O 

acesso e a análise dos dados coletados serão realizados apenas pelo pesquisador 

e/ou seu (s) orientador (es) / coordenador (es). Fui ainda informado (a) de que posso 

me retirar desse teste a qualquer momento. 

 

 

 

 

Obrigado por sua participação! 

 

 

Håkan Almerfors 

Aluno do Bacharelado em Inglês da Universidade do Karlstad – Suécia 

 

Stockholm 2017-11-24 

 

 


